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5 movie matinee near me

The spice must flow. Set in the distant future of a desert planet called Arrakis, Frank Herbert Dune explores hero worship, environmental awareness and other difficult themes. Test your knowledge of the 1965 novel and 2021 film with our quiz. Mark Mancini's Hollywood movies thrive on life-changing scenes, and there's
nothing more life-changing than, well, death. I won't be shocked that the highest body numbers are attributed to war movies. But you may be surprised by some kill-crazy facts in this quiz. Nathan Chandler in Cannes, May is the month of the film. The Cannes Film Festival is the crossroads of international cinema, and
anyone can submit a film for consideration. But how many are selected? Julia Layton The epic film musical Grease has been around for more than 40 years. You think you're hopelessly committed to the iconic film? Test your knowledge to see if you're the one that we want. Alia Hoyt Film buffs around the world will soon
be glued to their sets. yes, it's almost Oscar time. Get the skinny rules of academic voting and the famous golden guy himself. Melissa Russell-Ausley &amp; Tom Harris uses LiveAbout cookies to provide a great user experience. By using LiveAbout, you agree to the use of cookies. Let me start with an apology. I am
fully aware that an article like this comes down to - contrarian and bitter. After reading the headline alone, you're no doubt mentally forming a subtweet, something along the lines of just letting people enjoy things! I pretty much agree. We have to let people enjoy things. And if you enjoy Hocus Pocus, you could be
apologizing for leaving this article right now and spending the week until Halloween to delight an innocuous Bette Midler Disney movie with your friends and loved one. But we need to talk about the piece (especially now that we've announced a sequel) and I'm hoping that others who've been too ashamed to talk it up will
eventually calmly start whispering their dissent: Hocus Pocus is not a good movie. The characterization is thin, none of the jokes really land, and the plot holes are so large that you could drive the vacuum through them. It's an iconic film; I can't argue with that. As the generation that fondly half-remembers watching the
movie on the Disney Channel came of age, Hocus Pocus began to dominate internet pop-culture discourse. The conversation doesn't really deal with the film in any meaningful way; it was more about reminding people of its existence. Remember the Sanderson sisters? Of course you do. Thackery Binx? Who doesn't!
Butcher Billy? It's an icon. Hocus Pocus has become the cinematic equivalent of the Just 90s Kids Will Remember This listicle, a warm and comfortable nostalgia that has made it obvious a cosy community experience in an era when the cultural diaspora is so broad that common mono-culture myths are rare and
valuable. At this level, I appreciate Hocus Pocus, and I shimmy on I Put a Spell on You together at best Them. But - and here's the big one, but - Hocus Pocus is not a great movie. It just isn't! The characterization is thin, none of the jokes really land, and the plot holes are so large that you could drive the vacuum through
them. I've re-lived my previous career as a film critic, and I could spend a much longer article, which is that everything is not bad in the film, but it doesn't make sense at all. I don't think anyone likes Hocus Pocus because it's a good movie; I think people love it because of the sheer power of nostalgia and internet memes,
it has become a cultural tradition, once ironic, and now completely serious. If, like me, you find it a little boring and a little flat and kind of usually meh – I think you're kind of right! The classicization of holiday movies is not new. It's a Wonderful Life has almost been forgotten until an error in copywriting put it to the public,
so cheap channels are broadcast to nonstop around Christmastime. People saw it every year and loved me every year and had their memories every year, and now it's a proud, brave entry into the Christmas canon. So again, let me tell you: If you love watching Hocus Pocus, it's amazing! But if you don't – if, like me, you
find it a little boring and a little flat and kind of usually meh – I think you're kind of right! It's just a nice movie! I'm tired of pretending it's a masterpiece for the sake of mediocre Sanderson's sister references the laziest corporate meme accounts. Culture is not something dictated by logic, and so the plea that we refill Hocus
Pocus's place in the zeitgeist of a better film is not what affects any change. But this year on Halloween, as there are no spike-cider parties (please) demanding crowd-pleasing film, those of us who have suffered through the tyranny of Hocus Pocus finally have a chance to break out. That said, if you don't take the above
points from this column, take care of me: ParaNorman just dropped off Netflix, and that's great. You can also watch it with your kids if you have to. Give paranorman a chance. Hocus Pocus will be there for you next year if you want. In Just Why, Dana Schwartz examines the strange and sublime pop culture moments
being discussed online this week. I've tried a handful of movie-listing applications, and usually they range from comically bad to purely competent. This application from Flixster, simply titled Movies, puts all other apps to shame. Attractively anting, Pictures has a smart interface that allows the user to pick up what flicks
are playing, and it includes plenty of other neat features, too. The browsable categories include box office, theaters, upcoming, DVD, and My Movies. The simple Box Office lists allow you to browse the title of the movie. You see every movie score in the popular review website Rotten Tomatoes, the main characters, the
rating, the length of the film, and also how much money the film has grossed so far. When you click on a address, address, even more information such as showtimes, a video link to the trailer, photos, a synopsis, an expanded list of cast, critic and user reviews (you can add your own review of it), and links to other movie
Websites.On the Theater tab you can search theaters in the area either by name or distance in the zip code in a 30-mile range. You can also load theaters to Google Maps. The Upcoming tab allows you to track the movies coming out soon. Both this page and new DVD releases are as easy to browse as the Box Office
Lists tab and contain similar information. My Movies lets you personalize your app with lists of your favorite movies, reviews, pictures, and more. You can also connect and work with websites like Facebook, Flixster, and Netflix.The app is not without its bugs. Occasionally the loading time of the screens is a little on the
slow side. Also, the application is known to have problems with some phones, such as HTC Hero. Still, overall it's a huge app that does a lot of things there. Note: If you buy something after clicking on the link in our articles, you can earn a small commission. For more details, please read our affiliate link policy. LiveAbout
uses cookies to provide a great user experience. By using LiveAbout, you agree to the use of cookies. Cookie.
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